TOMOYAMA AND PETERSON

Elections Are Invalidated
For UA and Senior Class

By ELIZABETH WILSON, KARL LICKFORD AND LARRY PROFFITT

Elections held Wednesday and Thursday for the Undergraduate Athens (UA) and senior class were invalidated by a decision of the Senate Committee on Student Organizations.

The UA Senate committee was established to investigate charges that nominating petitions for candidates in the spring election were forged. The committee concluded that signatures were not genuine and therefore the election was invalid.

Koval said he expected approximately 400 applications for the 500 available summer work-study jobs. 

"The estimate of 500 awards marks a slight increase over last year's total of 497. This year's total, however, is down $150,000 from the 1980 level of $300,000 for the second half of the year.

Koval said he expects approximately 360 people to apply for the 300 available jobs in the work-study budget for the 1982-83 year.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

RETIREE AGE INCREASED—President Carter signed legislation yesterday raising the mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 for most federal employees. The move is aimed at rebuilding the ranks of the federal workforce, which has shrunk sharply in recent years.

BEGIN NUTRITION HINTS TO PRODUCE LINES—Israel Prime Minister Begin signed a new law that establishes Israel as a center for nutritional research. The new law will enable the government to support research programs in nutrition and dietetics, as well as to develop new techniques for the production of healthy foods.

CONDON TO MEET STUDENTS (Continued)

SUMMER WORK- STUDY

A student is not required to attend summer school to receive an award. Last year, the student employment office received over 2000 applications for summer work-study awards. The granting of work-study awards is based entirely on a student's financial need, Watson said.

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED: Mowing lawns, in the spring. Up to 50 per hour. Call 939-9782.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Housekeeper, $250 per month, plus meals. Contact 939-6589.

TYPISTS

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: Open to students, secure, 8-5, $350/wk. Call 233-4567.
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Campuses Confront Security Trade-Offs

BY ANNE MARIE STEIN

Before a student was raped in the rooftop lounge of Harrison House two months ago, unlocked doors and free entry to campus residence halls were commonplace. Now, as a result of the rape and the security problems which occurred in the high rises several weeks later, students and administrators have become increasingly aware of the need for more security and the need for added safety measures.

The problem facing administrators is the decision to institute more identification checks, or to lock more buildings, is how far they can go to insure security. Students and administrators have agreed to take measures which will put a damper on traditional college life. Before a student was raped in the rooftop lounge of Harrison House two months ago, unlocked doors and free entry to campus residence halls were commonplace. The New College in the Fall of 1977 had keychecking beefed up to strengthen dorm security. The University Director of Public Safety claimed an extension of keychecking would put a damper on traditional college life.

The problem facing administrators in the decision to institute more identification checks, or to lock more buildings, is how far they can go to insure security. Before a student was raped in the rooftop lounge of Harrison House two months ago, unlocked doors and free entry to campus residence halls were commonplace. The New College in the Fall of 1977 had keychecking beefed up to strengthen dorm security. The University Director of Public Safety claimed an extension of keychecking would put a damper on traditional college life.

“Security problems have been among the top priorities of University administrators, a former head of security at Massachusetts General Hospital, and the situation at that school involved patients, "We ought to be thinking of security for the entire day and let the thief or rapist go to another school where things are more lax.,"—David Johnston

Earn $65 PER MONTH DONATE BLOOD PLASMA

- Simple Procedure - Painless - Earn Weekly Pensions While You Study or Relax

INTERSTATE BLOOD BANK
(215) 729-2342

HAYE SUNDAY DINNER WITH US

- 8oz. Sirloin Steak w/ Tossed Salad, French Fries, Roll & Butter $3.25
- 8oz. Fresh Ground Sirloin w/ Bacon & Cheese, Tossed Salad, French Fries, Roll & Butter $3.15
- 6oz. Fresh Ground Sirloin w/ Melib Italian Cheese, Musho Onions, French Fries, Tossed Salad, Roll & Butter $2.75

BULL & BARREL

(215) 726-6666

THINKING ABOUT GOING OUT TODAY ?? ARE YOU LOOKING FOR:

1) A Quick Casual Lunch
2) A Juicy Charcoal Burger
3) A Lively Cocktail Hour
4) Food and Drink at a Low Price
5) THE Traditional College Pub

- The Formal Business-Type Lunch
- "Good Food and Fair Prices"
- A Quiet Atmosphere
- An Array of Hamburgers, Steaks, Salads, Entrees, Brunches
- A Place to Take A Date
- Late Night Dining and Relaxed Drinking

We Now Have It All Smokey Joe’s

"The Pennsyllnnia University City Center City Center"

“IT is possible to have a secure campus without turning it into a fortress.”—Carol Tracy

The new program and complete their education through tuition benefits. Besides the need for a sense of security and privacy, the University also needed to be able to provide a sense of community and to make students feel comfortable. The University Director of Public Safety claimed an extension of keychecking would put a damper on traditional college life.
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Feeling the Off-Campus Rhythm

By Steve Dubow

Saturday evening, walking down Locust, I noticed that something was up. In late spring, the thermometer reaches the eighties, and because of the lack of shade, I begin to sweat. I made my way to 38th and Walnut, and turned right onto Locust. The temperature had soared to the nineties.

Dangling Man

Man, warm, the night, the type of\nnight you feel certain kind of\npeacefulness, tranquility, beauty.\nSomething is about to explode,\nalthough who, where, why, how,\nI don’t know. Walking a friend\nalong Pine St., I am aware of a\nbuilding disturbance. A man\nstands on a corner in the street\ntowards the right. On a
college-bloated block, students\nwere flitting through, walking,\nrunning, dancing. A large\nnumber of people were looking\nout high of river fronts.

Letters to the Editor

The Efforts Were Disregarded

The SCUE Guide staff was in some way心血 reporting the society and quality of the reviews is erroneous. Almost\nbut every review submitted to the staff\nwe print. Our contributors are students who are\nand are expected to contribute to\nsociety.\n
The University has moved to\ndiminished activity, a recent article (DP,\nthe matter of the SCUE Guide is\nand an increase in writing and\nconsist with on data and student comment\nnot consistent with our editorial policy. As\nwe collect. A course may be\ncomply with the standards we have set for\nbe of our esteemed Middle East Center.\nreference to furthering peace in the Middle\nthe SCUE Guide Executive Editor\nresponsible for publishing peace in the Middle\nPAUL G. STEPHENS

Relaxing Vandalism

Noted full a (FAS) PLO spokesman\nattended on campuses of the middle\nrecently published: The SCUE Guide's staff was\nwith the extension of “free speech”\nindicated that those trying to boost their GPA.

If some anonymous reputation\nshould ever become university policy, I would like to know\nhow graduate schools will look at a Penn degree. It will become a\n
doctoral dissertation. But I do not\nknow that it already does. It is an\ndiploma. A diploma is an\ndeprived of all the recent,\n
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Waging War

The battle has already begun. It started with an innocent glance of mine, painted onto a cherry bus, and then, suddenly, we were approached by someone\n
Comrades

The battle has already begun. It started with an innocent glance of mine, painted onto a cherry bus, and then, suddenly, we were approached by someone who\n
Letters and Columns

Letters to the Daily Pennsylvanian may be submitted personally to the Daily Pennsylvanian, Room 306, 38th and Walnut St., Phila., Pa. 19104.

Material should be typed, triple-spaced and set at 60 characters per line. Information about the Daily Pennsylvanian personal columns of the Daily Pennsylvanian.

The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit letters.

The text on this page and the following page contains material that is protected by copyright law. No portion of this material may be reproduced without the express written consent of the copyright owner.
Senior Class and UA Elections Invalidated

(Continued from page 1)

I voice vote a resolution endorsing the The senatorial scholarship system students at each of four state-aided senior class elections, and, therefore, and allowing non-juniors to vote in the evidence of stuffing of ballot boxes to work out a variety of procedures to said early this morning. "We're going to help students who man the polls," said Sen. Mitch Blutt about the people who man the polls, "eligible to run in the new elections."

Candidate Matt MacWilliams asked, "What else to vote for me?" Union Party myself — how could I expect anyone didn't even know if I was voting for didn't even know who would stuff the ballot box. "I candidates on the quality of the had stuffed a ballot box."

*J Compus c°py C

I

The letter bore Wilsburg's official UA title, but omitted his name. The letter was published in The Daily Pennsylvanian. The NEC decided that Seide's letter was written in his capacity as a UA member, and, therefore, he is ineligible to run in the other student government elections and the further his campaign. The NEC is an autonomous committee of the UA which handles all student government elections and the nominating of students to University student government elections and the committee of the UA which handles all further his campaign.

The NEC, in effect, forced Sen. Rick M. to complete his campaign, campaign spending, and other matters. It is contained in a new-page ballot to all candidates by the NEC.

Appeal by the Negotiating Committee at the November 1971 meeting of the NEC. The NEC decided that in a stunt not only supply a place on a couch or floor and it is alot of fun

KITE & KEY NEEDS YOU

For ALUMNI WEEKEND - Meeting this Sunday At 7:30p.m. in the Franklin Room, Houston Hall for those interested. We must have your name by April 14th if you will want to stay in your room up through graduation.

HOUSING — with acceptances being mailed next Saturday many H.S. Seniors will want to stay overnight on campus. Housing is easy, you need only supply a place on a couch or floor and it is alot of fun

NEW STUDENT WEEK — Although September is still a long ways off we need to compile a list of those interested in helping out during NSW so that you can be contacted over the summer.

For more information on these and other Kite & Key activities come to our final meeting of the year, Sunday April 30 at 7:30p.m. in the Franklin Room, Houston Hall.
Acne Subjects Wanted
(any pimples on the face)

Topically applied anti-acne products are being tested. Subjects will be paid to participate in this study.

Ask for Otto Mills. EV7-8400

Ivy Research Laboratories, Inc.
University City Science Center
N.W. Corner 34th and Market Sts.
2nd flood suite 226

Butera Runs for Governor

(Continued from page 1)

Benjamin Franklin Hall, though it's still the time of day for waking up, but the sun is up and the world is still bright. The day is a challenge, a test of strength and will.

The Army Nurse Corps

The Army Nurse Corps is made up of nurses who are dedicated to the care of soldiers in all branches of the Army. They are trained in all aspects of patient care, from basic life support to complex medical procedures.

The Army Nurse Corps is a selective service organization that provides nursing career opportunities for women. Nurses in the Army Nurse Corps receive comprehensive training and are assigned to positions that provide opportunities for professional growth and advancement.

Sponsor A Domino In THE WORLD DOMINO SPECTACULAR
For The National Hemophilia Foundation
Free Dominos on Locust Walk
Batwomen Bombed by Temple, 21-7; Friday, April 7, 1978
ahead quickly in the first inning with ball when we had to."
running and clutch hitting. "I felt we out a win. But it was a case of too
through the rainy clouds for a brief
softball team (1-3). As the sun broke
performance of Perm's women's
Quaker's bats began to warm up with
Temple built up its large lead, the
a trio of singles and an error. As
five runs, and didn't stop hitting until
"They are a high caliber team," commented, "I think it will be a real
positive attitude will be in focus this
important," commented Red and Blue
experience than last year," explained
Co-captain Dick Henriques echoed Markowski's sen-
"It's been a rollercoaster ride for the
Coaching
atti- nace ever put on film"--Canby,
in original Italian setting One of
Cent nbaid classic, each filmed
metaphor.

A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE
BY ARTHUR MILLER

HEWLETT
PACKARD
SAVINGS OF A
"SUPER KIND"
Up To 25% Off
While Supply Lasts!

"WHY DO THE HEATHEN RAGE?"
Psalms 2:1 and Acts 4:25

"The Theatre Lab Presents"

The Theatré Lab Presents

Penn Players Present
A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE
BY ARTHUR MILLER

Penn Players Present
A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE
BY ARTHUR MILLER

Last Chance!
Tonight at 8:30
Saturday at 7:00 and 10:00
$2.00 for Students Harold Prince Theatre, Annenberg Center
Tickets Available at Annenberg Box Office
Yale Leads and Brown Follows
As Thindlad Powers Bash
By ROY SELIBER
There are certain things you can't
forget. The advertisement
sometimes has an original
interest than coach Bob Seddon
is expected. "As usual, the evil
way forces conditions must be similar
that is our toughest test. And what we
must overcome, is that thing," Our
toughest test...and what we
must overcome, is that thing."
If this year's Quaker squad wants to
qualify the men's dingy boats for the American Trophy in
April. The A division is captained by Creighton Condon with
three athletes. The frosh will be on the Schuylkill River. "Princeton
also sports three talented boaters and an experienced skipper in
captain of the Schuylkill River. "We're in a great position to be
successful in our competition." So far, the frosh has done well,
but he knows there are still many challenges ahead. "We have
to perform at our best in every race," he said. "We have to
get used to the conditions and learn from our mistakes."

Batmen Use Tripicchio for Relief
Quaker Nine Visits Bruins, Elits
By BRY HOFMANN
With John Leonard, the ace of the
Quaker nine, out with an injury, Batmen
pitcher, sitting of a nosebleed, turned to
Brian, who did a great job of filling in for
Leonard. The Batmen later expected
that Leonard would be back in action
soon. The Batmen have always had some
original relief pitcher, and in this case,
Tripicchio, in the bull pen, has proven
himself to be a valuable asset. "Tripicchio has been our
most consistent pitcher so far," said Leonard. "He has a
great sinker and his control is superb."

RUNNING WITH A TIGER IN THEIR TAIL-Quaker distance runner
Tim Condon, who has been making waves in the
last week's meet, is on a roll. According to head coach
Paul Miller, Condon has been showing great form.
"He's been working hard in practice and it's paying off," said
Miller. "He's running at a very high level right now."

Sailors Compete in Preliminaries; Can Clinch Spot in Championships
By CRAG STANLEY
Spring sports' speeds, largely due to
weather conditions, have been
slow in the preliminary rounds. The
Windsor High School team, however,
has been making the most of their
time. "We've been training hard and
looking forward to this weekend," said
captain of the Windsor team. "We're
excited to see how we do in the prelims."

The varsity elimination on the
Delaware River can provide some
insight into the competitiveness
developed by the teams. The
Quakers, led by Mike Kelly, have
shown a great deal of aggression
and determination. "We're really
united as a team and we're
working hard to improve," said
Kelly. "We want to make a
statement in the prelims and
show what we're capable of."